Job Description
Casual Kitchen Porter/Food Prep. Assistant

Job Title: Casual Kitchen Porter/Food Prep. Assistant

Salary: £10.87

Main Purpose of Job: To help clean, serve and prepare food in the College kitchen.

Hours of Work: Variable

Shifts: Evenings and weekends

Main Tasks: Cleaning up of all kitchen areas and Washing up and Helping serve food to customers

We require casual Kitchen Porters to ensure the successful performance of the Kitchen’s daily tasks. Duties will include preparation and cleaning of Kitchen surfaces and equipment, assisting the movement of goods into Kitchen stores, working as a team in order to share tasks in the Kitchen to achieve the best possible outcome. The ideal Kitchen Porter will help to provide an excellent service of food and drink for the SCR, students, staff and conference guests.

We are looking for candidates who have previous experience of working in a kitchen environment, are able to understand written and verbal instructions and have an understanding of food hygiene.

Hours of work are not guaranteed and will be varied from week to week. Applicants must be available to work evenings and weekends.

- Preparation of food as instructed by the Head Chef.
- Preparation of vegetables and salads and some cooking and serving of Food.
- Working as a member of a team in order to share tasks in the Kitchen to achieve the best possible outcome; in particular, covering holidays and sickness as rostered by the Head Chef, and if necessary, helping other departments.

Qualities, Experience and Qualifications

Clean smart appearance, friendly and professional approach, with an interest in food.
On the job training will be given.
NVQ level one, certificate in basic food hygiene.